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IT under pressure: McKinsey Global Survey results Recognition of IT’s strategic importance is growing, but so is dissatisfaction with its effectiveness, according to our eighth annual survey on business and technology strategy.



Naufal Khan and Johnson Sikes



More and more executives are acknowledging



effectiveness more harshly than their busi-



the strategic value of IT to their businesses



ness counterparts do. Compared with exec



beyond merely cutting costs. But as they



utives from the business side, they are more



focus on and invest in the function’s ability



than twice as likely to suggest replacing IT



to enable productivity, business efficiency,



management as the best remedy.



and product and service innovation, respondents are also homing in on the shortcomings many IT organizations suffer. Among the 1The online survey was in



the field from October 8 to October 18, 2013, and garnered responses from 807 executives. Of these respondents, 354 have a technology focus, and the other 453 represent other functional specialties. The respondents represent the full range of regions, indus tries, company sizes, and tenures. To adjust for differ ences in response rates, the data are weighted by the contribution of each respon dent’s nation to global GDP.



Evolving priorities



most substantial challenges are demonstrating effective leadership and finding, developing, and retaining IT talent.



Comparing the 2013 responses with the previous two surveys, the data indicate notable changes in organizations’ current



These are among the key findings from our



priorities for IT. Concerns about managing



most recent survey on business technology,



costs are down, while larger shares of exec



which asked executives from all functions



utives now say their organizations are using



about their companies’ priorities for, spend-



IT to improve business effectiveness and



ing on, and satisfaction with IT.1 Overall,



information availability (Exhibit 1). Respon-



respondents are more negative about IT



dents cite these same objectives most often



performance than they were in 2012 and,



as ideal priorities, suggesting that companies



notably, IT executives judge their own



are getting better at aligning their actual



2
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Takeaways Companies’ views on IT are changing. IT is now viewed less as a cost center and is increasingly recognized as a core component of the business. As leaders become more aware of the critical strategic role of IT, they are also becoming less satisfied with how effective it is within their organizations. Increasing shares of respondents believe that a change in their IT management is necessary for increased IT effectiveness in the organization.



Exhibit 1 Organizations are using IT to improve business effectiveness and efficiency, not just manage costs. % of respondents1 Current IT priorities at respondents’ organizations



2012, n = 667



2013, n = 807



Improving effectiveness of business processes



61



Improving cost efficiency of business processes



48



Providing managers with information to support planning and decision making



47



Reducing IT costs



31



Creating new products or services



29



16



Managing risk



1Respondents



12



asked how their IT organi zations’ head counts had changed, if at all, due to deployment and adoption of cloud technologies in four areas: infrastructure, application development, application maintenance, and vendor management. Thirty-five percent of these respondents say their head counts in infrastructure have decreased as a result of cloud use, while between 8 and 17 percent say the same for the other three areas of IT.



47



47



45



40



52



44



26



29



26



15



17



23



14



20



who answered “other” or “don’t know” are not shown.



priorities with what’s ideal—and that more



2Technology executives were



49



42



23



Ensuring compliance with regulations



Entering new markets



2011, n = 927



three years, executives expect less of their



executives see IT as core and relevant to



budgets to go to infrastructure (Exhibit 2),



day-to-day business, not merely a cost center.



perhaps because infrastructure is the area within IT where the head count is most likely



To support these priorities, many companies



to have decreased due to companies’ use of



are spending accordingly: 64 percent of



cloud-computing technology.2



executives say their budgets for new investments will increase next year, up from 55 percent who said so in 2012, though they are



Growing dissatisfaction



evenly split on whether operational spending will increase or decrease. When asked how



Despite the promise of increasing investments



their IT budgets break down, respondents say



and aligned priorities, overall satisfaction with



the largest share is spent on infrastructure—as



IT performance—particularly within the IT



they have said since 2010—followed by core



organization—is down. Smaller shares of



transactional applications. Looking ahead



respondents than in previous years say
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IT facilitates a range of business activities,



The IT executives are even more negative. Just



especially the creation of new products



13 percent of them say their IT organizations



and entry into new markets (Exhibit 3).



are completely or very effective at introducing
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new technologies faster or more effectively



On specific functional tasks, executives from



than competitors, down from 22 percent in



the business side are less likely than they



2012 (Exhibit 4). These results likely reflect



were in 2012 to say IT performs effectively.



the overall rising expectations for corporate
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Exhibit 2 In coming years, executives expect their IT organizations to spend less on infrastructure and more on analytics and innovation. % of overall IT budgets1 Breakdown of IT budget spending Infrastructure



Core transactional applications



End-user communications and collaboration



Security



Analytics



Innovation



Other



1 27



Current, n = 534



26



12



11



12



11
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19



22



13



14



1 15



17



Exhibit 3 of 7 1Does



not include respondents who answered “don’t know” to either question; figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.



Exhibit 3 IT has become less effective at enabling business goals. % of respondents who say IT facilitates abilities somewhat or significantly1



2013, n = 807 2012, n = 667



Areas where IT facilitates organizations’ ability to meet objectives



2011, n = 927



71 Share knowledge



Deliver year-over-year productivity gains



Track customeror segment-level profitability 1Respondents



78 77 65 71 72



49 Create new products



62 59 37



Enter new markets



62 71 67



who answered “no effect,” “inhibits,” or “don’t know” are not shown.



57 57
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Exhibit 4 Even IT executives report declining performance from their own function. % of IT respondents1 Processes where respondents’ IT organizations are effective



Completely effective



2013, n = 354



Implementing strategic approach to sourcing



Governing IT performance



2012, n = 385



8



Managing IT infrastructure



9



34



40



2



3



22



4



20



6



17



24



2



Driving technology enablement or innovation in business processes and operations



3



17



Targeting places in organization where IT can add the most value



3



16



Introducing new technologies faster and/or more effectively than competitors



3



1Respondents



Very effective



10



22



5



4



21



18



who answered “somewhat effective,” “slightly effective,” “not at all effective,” or “don’t know” are not shown.



IT—that it can, for example, provide service



2011. We offered this option only to non-IT



comparable to the consumer-grade cloud and



respondents in 2011, but in the 2013 survey,



mobile applications that are readily available



the IT executives had the option as well.



outside the business.



Remarkably, 28 percent say new management would boost effectiveness, more than twice the



When asked how to fix the shortcomings



share of business executives who say the same.



in IT, the largest shares of all respondents say improving business accountability, reallocating funding to priority projects,



Struggling with talent



and improving the level of IT talent would do most to improve performance (Exhibit 5).



Amid the increasing pressure and dissatisfaction,



These sentiments are fairly consistent with



the enthusiasm to replace management high-



prior results. However, one-fifth of executives



lights the concerns of some IT organizations that



also identify replacing IT management as



their leaders cannot manage change in rapidly



a fix, up from 13 percent when we asked in



evolving circumstances. Just 55 percent of all
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executives say their CIOs have a significant



need to improve. Fully two-thirds agree that



impact on their organizations’ business issues,



it’s a significant challenge for their organiza-



and a nearly equal share says their CIOs are



tions to find, develop, and retain talent, with



part of the most senior executive team. Across



IT executives even more concerned about this



regions, those working in Europe are the least



than their business peers. This problem is a



likely to say their CIOs are on the senior team.



long-standing one for many IT organizations.
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But it is even more critical now as they look



What’s more, CIOs spend an average of only



to roles that require more business experience



8 percent of their time developing talent,



and are in higher demand (such as analytics



an area where IT organizations have a clear



specialists and data scientists). The challenge
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Exhibit 5 Surprisingly, more IT executives than business leaders see changing IT leadership as a priority to improve IT performance. % of respondents1 Initiatives that would be most important to improving IT performance



Total, n = 738



IT executives, n = 337



Improve business’s accountability for IT-related projects



45



46



Reallocate IT budgets to focus on critical drivers of business value



43



46



Improve overall level of talent and capabilities of IT staff



35



Improve governance processes and oversight



22



Replace IT management with new leadership



20



Outsource some or all problem areas to external providers Eliminate any central IT group beyond basic services Centralize and consolidate all technologyrelated activities into IT group



1Respondents



17



14



11



who answered “other,” “nothing,” or “don’t know” are not shown.



45



42



34



30



Increase IT budgets and technology spending



Non-IT executives, n = 401



36



35



25



18



26



28



19



17



12



13



16



12



10
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Exhibit 6 The overall IT talent shortage is most pressing for analytics, but needs vary by sector. % of respondents Top 5 areas where organizations’ technology-talent needs will be most pressing,1 next 12 months By industry2 Total, n = 807



Financial, n = 133



Analytics and data science



40



Joint business and IT expertise



34



Mobile or online development



34



Enterprise application architecture



30



Cloud and distributed computing



28



Manufacturing, n = 110



High tech/ telecom, n = 151



22



44



29



34



32



39



16



45



35



39



50



Professional services, n = 162



27



29



24



45



35



31



14



21



41



1Out



of 10 areas that were offered as answer choices in the question. working in all other industries (ie, industries that are not represented by a statistically signiﬁcant number of respondents) are not shown.



2Respondents



3We asked about the use



of formal processes for eight different governance functions. On average, respondents say their organizations have formal processes for three, the most cited of which are allocation of IT resources to projects (47 percent), IT portfolio planning and management (42 percent), and IT resource and capacity planning (41 percent). One-tenth of re spondents say their organi zations have no processes in place to govern any of the eight functions.



is exacerbated by the lack of formal processes



executives, for example, are less focused than



to govern IT talent and skills management.



others on analytics (only 22 percent cite this,



Just 23 percent of executives report the



compared with 40 percent of all respondents)



consistent use of such processes to manage



but are much more concerned with enterprise



talent, the lowest share across all of the



architecture than respondents overall. There



governance processes we asked about.3



is also an interesting split between B2B and B2C executives on analytics: 58 percent of



In the next 12 months, the most acute needs



those at B2C companies cite analytics talent



for IT talent are in analytics, joint business



as a need, while only 40 percent at B2B



and IT expertise, and mobile and online



companies do. This result suggests that B2B



skills, though there is considerable variation



companies may not have been focusing as



across sectors (Exhibit 6). Financial-services



much on their analytics capabilities as their
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Exhibit 7 To address talent challenges, companies should focus on culture and compensation. % of respondents,1 n = 493 Conditions that would most help organizations improve effectiveness of talent acquisition Improved culture, energy, and morale of IT organization



52



46



More competitive salary, benefits, and/or incentives



Clearer, more structured career paths



41



More cutting-edge, exciting work within IT



38



Infusion of relevant, exciting leaders with strong technology networks



35



A more flexible operating model or environment for work (eg, “e-lancing,” offering tasks for hire over the Internet)



29



A better-trained or better-funded recruiting organization



13



More desirable geographic location (ie, IT organization in a tech hot spot) 1Respondents



10



who answered “other” or “don’t know/not applicable” are not shown.



B2C counterparts—and that B2B companies



overall organizational health and a serious



will be feeling this shortage more acutely in



commitment from business leaders.



the near future as analytics becomes even more critical to business.



Beyond these IT-specific challenges, executives identify some other areas for improve-



Solving the talent issues will require multiple



ment on the business side. When asked how



remedies, and respondents identify two in



their companies carry out application develop-



particular: improving culture within IT and



ment and maintenance projects, IT executives



improving compensation (Exhibit 7). Com



say their organizations tend to follow a



pensation can be resolved more tactically



traditional “waterfall” approach to their work



or operationally. In contrast, transforming



on legacy systems and a more interactive,



the culture is a long and complex game that



iterative approach for new development work.



requires a comprehensive assessment of



Further, these respondents indicate a desire
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to increase the share of work they do using



• Increase business-side involvement.



iterative approaches but identify barriers



All executives must work to address critical



to this change. The top barrier cited is a lack



gaps in IT by elevating knowledge in areas



of business ownership, followed closely by



that span both the business and IT functions.



managers lacking an understanding of when



According to the survey, there are three



to use an iterative approach.



important areas for improvement: data and analytics, business-IT interactions, and approaches to development work. Given



Looking ahead



the current state of CIO influence, the task of bridging cross-functional gaps may fall



• Address talent from the top. As IT con-



disproportionately on non-IT leaders.



tinues to evolve as an important strategic tool, the required skills and staff are becoming harder to find and retain, especially in



• Balance competing demands. Steadily rising expectations for IT underscore how



areas such as analytics and next-generation



fraught the landscape is for CIOs. These



infrastructure. The results suggest that



leaders must find a way to fulfill roles that



companies could better meet these needs



may be at odds with each other—managing



with a more attractive talent value proposition



the IT function while also leading technol-



that spans culture and morale, compensation,



ogy-driven changes. To that end, increased



and career development—issues requiring



use of approaches (such as iterative devel



focused attention from IT leadership. CIOs



opment processes) that can help CIOs



must be more involved in developing a talent-



meet both mandates and manage two-



friendly culture within their organizations



speed IT organizations will become ever-



to tackle current and future talent issues.



more important.



•



Naufal Khan is a principal in McKinsey’s Chicago office, and Johnson Sikes is a consultant in the Stamford office. Copyright © 2014 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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